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Abstract—Network exchange is now widely used. However, it still
cannot avoid the problems evolving from network exchange. For
example. A buyer may not receive the order even if he/she makes the
payment. For another example, the seller possibly get nothing even
when the merchandise is sent. Some studies about the fair exchange
have proposed protocols for the design of efficiency and exploited the
signature property to specify that two parties agree on the exchange.
The information about purchased item and price are disclosed in
this way. This paper proposes a new fair network payment protocol
with off-line trusted third party. The proposed protocol can protect
the buyers’ purchase message from being traced. In addition, the
proposed protocol can meet the proposed requirements. The most
significant feature is Non-transfer property we achieved.
Keywords—E-commerce, digital signature, fair exchange, security.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the growth of open network and Internet in
particular, many solutions have been proposed to solve
the security related problems. There are still many risks on
Internet, such as information loss happened in the communication of both sides or interrupted by one side maliciously.
It hardly makes people to believe the security on Internet.
It could lead to heavy losses for customers, especially Ecommerce, if the above described conditions happen.
Recently, the speedy growth of the network encourages
the study of security problems, in which fair exchange of
electronic information is a vital one. Fairness must be ensured
in the procedure of exchange. In other words, one party in
the protocol cannot take advantages of the other party if the
protocol is halted for any sake. The electronic commerce is one
of the practical applications. A payment protocol must ensure
the fairness of exchange processes. A buyer may not receive
the order even if he’s/she’s made the payment, or the seller
possibly get nothing even when the merchandise is sent. This
payment protocol must avoid the situation in which a party Pa
obtain an expected item from another party Pb , but Pb doesn’t
get the expected item from Pa , and vice versa.
A. Related Work
Two approaches have been proposed to achieve fair exchange. The first one is that two parties exchange data simultaneously [10], [18]. It has two drawbacks. Firstly, it requires
many steps of interactions for exchanging data. Secondly, one
party will have chance to take advantage of the other if it
maliciously aborts this deal in the middle of the protocol [21].
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The second approach is that a trusted third party (TTP) is
introduced in the exchange process. No matter in what way
the TTP is involved in the protocol, its role is to resolve
the problems may occur between the two parties. According
to its involvement level in a protocol, a TTP can be seen
either online or off-line. Online TTP are both involved in any
instance of a protocol [6], [8], [11], [22]. However, online TTP
would become a bottleneck during the communication of these
two parties. Therefore, the off-line TTP has been proposed to
improve the performance [1], [3], [4], [7], [23]. An off-line
TTP is used when the participants in a protocol are supposed
to be honest enough. And it’s not made to ask for external help
in order to achieve fairness; the TTP will only be involved if
some problem emerges. Protocols with such a TTP are also
known as optimistic.
However, the previous papers seem to achieve fair exchange
only by using fair exchange on signatures. The information
about purchased item and price are disclosed in this way.
But they doesn’t consider how to protect the buyer’s purchase
privacy. Therefore, Wang propose a complete solution for fair
payment containing payment actions, such as electronic cash
or network credit card method [21]. Their proposed protocol
is the first work to provide a protection on buyer’s privacy. It
can be regarded as a process of fairly exchanging electronic
coins (e-coins) and secret information. The four contributions
are as follows.
1) Propose a generic model for real fair network payments.
2) Apply a subtle tool of Restrictive Confirmation Signature Scheme (RCSS) to achieve the property of untraceability.
3) Design a new technique of pseudo e-coin to achieve
fairness of exchanging the electronic cash.
4) Demonstrate how to construct a practical and efficient
fair network payment protocol based on the Brands’ ecash scheme [5].
However, Bao proposes a simple colluding attack to defy
the Wang’s protocol in 2004 [2]. He demonstrates that the
fairness is breached under a simple colluding attack. That is
to say, a dishonest merchant can obtain the digital money and
a buyer cannot obtain their goods. Besides, Wang’s protocol
cannot achieve Non-transfer. The main different design concepts between the Wang’s scheme and our proposed scheme is
Non-transfer. And our proposed scheme does also inherit the
advantages of Wang’s scheme. In Non-transfer, duplicating is a
property of digital data. The proposed protocol should prevent
a customer from giving away the merchandise to another
customer while pretending to be a merchant.
B. Requirements
This paper proposes a new fair network payment protocol
with off-line TTP based on the Brands’s protocol [5]. The
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proposed fair exchange protocol can avoid Bao’s colluding
attack and implements the following requirements between the
two exchanging parties:

A8.

1) Effectiveness : If no message is lost and none is a regular
procedure, both parties can obtain the item they desired.
2) Fairness : One party in the protocol cannot take any
advantages of the other, even if the protocol is halted
for any reason.
3) Timeliness : One party delivers the item to the other in
finite amount of time.
4) Non-repudiability : No one can repudiate once the
participants start the exchanges.
5) Verifiability : When one party addresses the dispute to
TTP, TTP must be able to verify the items are valid.
6) Recoverability : If one party does not receive the item
or receive an invalid item, he/she can propose a dispute
to TTP. TTP will be able to recover the factor.
7) Non-transfer: Duplicating is a property of digital data.
The proposed protocol prevents a customer from giving
away the merchandise to another customer while pretending to be a merchant. Non-transfer is required for
legal constraint on the consumer’s activities.
8) Anonymous : The consumer usually doesn’t want the
merchandise or the identity to be known on Internet. It
needs to protect personal privacy by means of anonymous.

A9.

Note that the most significant feature of this paper is Nontransfer property we achieved. To achieve this only property,
it can use a standard public-key cryptosystem to link the
description of the merchandise’s ID. However, in this paper,
we do not only solve this property, but also achieve the all
above properties. Therefore, we propose a fair non-transfer
exchange protocol to meet the proposed requirements.
C. Attacks
Here, we define some attacks to help the readability of the
paper. The detail of security analysis is shown in Section 3.
Our proposed protocol should withstand the defined attacks.
Each attack is an important and independent attack for a new
fair exchange protocol.
A1.

A2.
A3.
A4.
A5.
A6.
A7.

If some situations occur during information delivery
(e.g. message loss or intercepting), that will lead to
some loss of any parties of exchange or the third
party reaping profits in the process.
One party in the protocol can take advantage of the
other party.
The two parties of exchange cannot receive the items
in finite and forfeit the advantage.
The merchant cannot repudiate once the participants
starts the exchange.
The adversary can addresses the valid items to dispute with TTP.
While the consumer proposes a dispute to TTP, TTP
is incapable to recovery the key for consumer.
The consumer can duplicate the digital data and
transfer it to other after buying it from the merchant.

The identity of the consumer can be detected and
cannot protect personal privacy of the consumer by
anonymity.
The merchant M wants to collude with his/her conspirator C. After M receives the pseudo e-coins from
the buyer U, M brings the pseudo e-coins to TTP but
claims that the trade is between C and M. Then the
TTP will convert the e-coins to equivalent true ones
for M and send the soft goods to C, but U will gain
nothing [2].

D. Organization
The remainder of this paper wee be organized as follows. In next section, we shall propose a fair non-transfer
exchange protocol for E-commerce. The security analysis of
the proposed protocol is discussed in Section III. Finally, the
conclusions will be drawn in Section V.
II. T HE P ROPOSED P ROTOCOL
In this session, a new protocol based on Brands’s protocol
[5] is proposed to meet all the requirements in Introduction.
The proposed protocol is divided into six parts to give explanation respectively: Setup, Account Opening, Registration,
Withdrawal, Payment, and Dispute. The encryption/decryption
and signature in the proposed protocol adopt the symmetric
and public key cryptosystems and digital signature schemes
[9], [12], [13], [14], [19].
A. Setup
Let p and q be two large primes and q|p − 1. The bank B
publishes a generator-tuple (g, g1 , g2 ) in Gq and two collisionresistant hash function H : Gq ×Gq ×Gq ×Gq ×Gq ×Gq → Zq∗
and H0 : Gq × Gq × ID × DAT E/T IM E → Zq∗ . B also
generates a random number xB ∈ Zq∗ as a secret key and a
public key yB = g xB mod p. B’s secret key and public key
are (xB ) and (p, q, g, g1 , g2 , H, H0 , yB , g1xB mod p, g2xB mod
p). Besides, a TTP is set up to resolve the problems that may
occur between the parties.
B. Account Opening
The buyer U select a random value u1 ∈ Zq∗ and transmits
I = g1u1 mod p to B if Ig2 = 1. The identifier I used to
uniquely identify U can be regarded as the account number
of U . U can compute z = (Ig2 )xB = (g1xB )u1 g2xB mod p.
C. Registration
Suppose that merchant M has a valuable item Goods and
then registers Goods to TTP. TTP should check the validity of
the received Goods at this stage. The registration procedure
is described in the following steps and Figure 1.
Step 1.M chooses a symmetric key K for the encryption/decryption in the symmetric key cryptosystem
and encrypts the K and Goods by using the TTP’s
public key yT and encryption function P E through
the public key cryptosystem. Then M sends it and the
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pseudo e-coins, M will generate a signature Sδ =
P DSKM (RK, H(sn),
H(A1 A2 , · · · , An ), H(D1 D2 , · · · , Dn )):

description of Goods to TTP. To avoid confusing the
notations, we define the encryption and decryption
function in symmetric key cryptosystem and public
key cryptosystem as (SE(·), SD(·)) and (P E(·),
P D(·)).
Step 2.When TTP receives the items sent by M, TTP can
derive the Goods and K by using P D(·) and his/her
secret key xT to calculates the following equation:
ED

=

SEK (Goods),

RK

=

P EyT (K),



=

r
Ai i

=

H(Ai ,Di ,zi ,e1i ,e2i ,bci )+aci 
e1i ,
 

 H(Ai ,Di ,zi ,e1i ,e2i ,bci )+aci 
zi
e2i .

yB

and

Then M encrypts the signature and ED by using the
session key α and SE(·). After that, an encryption
item is sent to U.
Step 3.U decrypts the Sδ , ED by using the session key
α and SD(·). If hd = H(ED), U computes the
confirmation parameters di = H0 (Ai , Di , IDM ,
date/time), k1i = di (ui si ) + x1i mod q, k2i =
di si + x2i mod q, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n, and then
encrypts and sends them and tci to M. Here, we
assume that the buyer knows the merchant identity
IDM before transaction.
Step 4.M decrypts the received encryption item and verifies
the parameters by using the following equations:

hd = H(ED), and
CertG = P DxT (desc, M, hd, RK, H(K)).
Afterward TTP sends the certificate of Goods to M
and publishes the certificate in the public directory.
D. Withdrawn
The following protocol is preformed while U wants to
withdrawal e-cash from the bank.
Step 1.B selects a random value ω ∈ Zq∗ and sends e1 =
(g)ω mod p and e2 = (Ig2 )ω mod p to U .
Step 2.U randomly chooses s, x1 , x2 ∈ Zq∗ and computes
A = (Ig2 )s mod p, D = g1x1 g2x2 mod p and z  =
z s mod p. U also selects random values u, v, and
tc ∈ Zq∗ and computes e1 = eu1 g v mod p, e2 =
tc
v
tc
esu
2 A mod p, and (ac , bc ) = (g mod p, yT mod
xT
p), where yT = g mod p is TTP’s public key and
xT is TTP’s secret key. Then U sends c = c /u mod
q to B, where c = H(A, D, z  , e1 , e2 , bc ) + ac mod
q.
Step 3.B sends r = cxB + ω mod q to U .
c
e1 mod p and
Step 4.U verifies whether g r = yB
r
c
(Ig2 ) = z e2 mod p. If verification result is
true, U computes r = ru + v mod q. Note <
A, D, (z  , e1 , e2 , r , ac , bc ) > represents a pseudo ecash.

g ri

g1k1i g2k2i
aci
bci

= Adi
i Di ,
= g tci mod p, and
= yTtci mod p.

If they hold, M encrypts the K and sends it to U.
U decrypts the received encryption item and verifies the
key K. U computes H(K) and compares the two H(K)s,
which is from CertG . If it holds, U derives the Goods from
SDK (ED) = SDK (SEK (Goods)) = Goods and ends
the protocols. Otherwise U proposes the dispute to TTP. In
Figure 2, we can see that the merchant can receive the money
first, and then to deliver the goods(key) to the buyer. Under
such condition, the buyer may not get the key. If this condition
occurs, the dispute phase starts.
F. Dispute

E. Payment

This procedure is described in Figure 3.

The buyer U and the merchant M exchange the electronic
money and goods in this procedure. We assume U and M
achieve to an order agreement that deal with merchandise
items and price. And U can get the hd and H(K) from the
public directory of TTP. The payment procedure is described
in Figure 2.
Step 1.U chooses a session key α and order number sn,
then computes H(sn). U encrypts H(sn), pseudo
e-coins < Ai , Di , (zi , e1i , e2i , ri , aci , bci ) >, for
i = 1, 2, · · · , n, and α using P KM and P E(·). Note
that U and M have a pair keys (secret key and public
key) that are (SKU , P KU ) and (SKM , P KM ) to
use public key cryptosystem. And note that n denotes
the number of e-coins for the goods which U asks
for. U sends the encryption item to M.
Step 2.M decrypts the received encryption item by using SKM and P D(·). If M agrees to sell goods
to U, and the following verifications hold of

Step 1.U encrypts the signature of that M agreement
sale Sδ , order number sn, the true e-coins <
Ai , Di , (zi , e1i , e2i , ri , aci , bci ), (di , k1i , k2i , tci ) >
for i = 1, 2, · · · , n, and session key β, and then sends
it to TTP.
Step 2.When TTP receives U’s request, it starts to verify
whether the signature Sδ and e-coins are valid. If
the result is true, TTP decrypts K from RK and
sends SEβ (K) to U.
Step 3.TTP
also
sends
P EP KM (<
Ai , Di , (zi , e1i , e2i , ri , aci , bci ), (di , k1i , k2i , tci ) >)
to M that encrypts with M’s public key P KM .
This procedure is performed while U and M get nothing from
the other. Since TTP has no way to tell the reall owner of
the e-coins, how can TTP make sure that the merchant is the
attacker. The reason is that when U do not get K to derive
goods, U asks TTP to send it to him/her. This is why our
scheme needs a registration phase.
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M

desc, P E yT (Goods, K)

-

CertG



Fig. 1.

TTP

The procedure of Registration

U

M
P EP KM (H(sn), < Ai , Di , (zi , e1i , e2i , ri , aci , bci ) >, α)


SEα (Sδ , ED)
SEα (H(sn), di , k1i , k2i , tci )


Fig. 2.

-

SEα (K)

The procedure of Payment

III. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
In this section, some attacks will be analyzed to demonstrate
the security of the proposed protocol.
Attack 1: If some situations occur during information
delivery (e.g. message loss or intercepting), that will lead
to some loss of any parties of exchange or the third party
reaping profits in the process.
Analysis 1: Consumer sends the purchase information to
merchant, and we suppose there exists loss in the transmission
of information in Steps 1 ∼ 3 of the Payment phase: In case
of message loss in Step 1, M cannot receive the request
message, and we can assume M does not know anything.
Under this circumstance, the Payment procedure cannot be
called already finished. Moreover, if the adversary obtains
message of Steps 1 ∼ 3, it is as difficult as breaking discrete
logarithms [9], [15], [16] or factoring [19], [20] to obtain
M ’s private key. In this way, the adversary does not know
any information. If it is still in time duration period and
the sender does not terminate the procedure, the sender can
resend the message again.
Attack 2: One party in the protocol can take advantage
of the other party.
Analysis 2: It most likely brings about the risk of exchange
process, in which the consumer may not receive the goods
after payment or the merchant may not receive the payment
of goods after delivering the goods. If the merchant does
not deliver the decrypt key of goods to the consumer after

receiving the payment in payment procedure Step 3, the
consumer can issue a certificate to TTP by demonstrating
the mutual agreement on exchange with consumer identity,
not adversary. TTP must verify the items addressed by the
consumer, including the signature of merchant, sn, and ecash. Suppose that the TTP approves the signature and e-cash
while receives items, TTP can decrypt key for consumer.
Besides, TTP cannot get any information when delivering
message between consumer and merchant. Assume that an
adversary wants to derive session key from message delivery
procedure, the adversary must derive merchant’s private key
from the corresponding public key in advance. It is difficult
as breaking discrete logarithms or factoring problem.
Attack 3: The two parties of exchange cannot receive
the items in finite and forfeit the advantage.
Analysis 3: In the system, the tolerable time is set before the
parties of exchanging deliver items to the other party.
Attack 4: The merchant cannot repudiate once the participants
starts the exchange.
Analysis 4: In payment procedure, the merchant has to
sign the signature Sδ and send it to the consumer once the
merchant receives the exchange request from consumer. The
fundamental of digital signature is no one can forge the
signature of the merchant. So the merchant cannot repudiate
by the same token.
Attack 5: The adversary can addresses the valid items
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U

TTP
P EyT (Sδ , sn, < Ai , Di , (zi , e1i , e2i , ri , aci , bci ), (di , k1i , k2i , tci ) >, β)
SEβ (K)



M

TTP


Fig. 3.

P EP KM (<

Ai , Di , (zi , e1i , e2i , ri , aci , bci ), (di , k1i , k2i , tci )

>)

The procedure of Dispute

to dispute with TTP.
Analysis 5: The items addressed by the consumer include
the signature of the merchant, session number and e-cash.
These items had been encrypted during transmission process
antecedently. Therefore TTP cannot know the transmission
contents. As regards forging these items, it is impossible
according to the forward Analysis 4, TTP cannot forge the
signature of merchant and e-cash since the e-cash is signed
by the banker (TTP). Furthermore, the sn is unknown since
the H(sn) is the hash value of sn. Besides, the merchant
just know the H(sn), and no one can find another value
sn (= sn) satisfying H(sn ) = H(sn) under one-way hash
function [17] security requirement.
Attack 6: While the consumer proposes a dispute to
TTP, TTP is incapable to recovery the key for consumer.
Analysis 6: If the items proposed by the consumer are verified
by TTP, TTP can recover the key for the consumer. Since the
signature of the merchant contains RK(= P EyT (K)), TTP
surely can recover the key K.
Attack 7: The consumer can duplicate the digital data
and transfer it to other after buying it from the merchant.
Analysis 7: In proposed protocol, the seller has to address
ED which is element of hd(= H(ED)). Furthermore, the
consumer must be able to sign the signature as the merchant
M , because the identity M has been stated in the certificate
of Goods. Hence, the consumer cannot duplicate the digital
data and transfer it to other after buying it from the merchant.
Attack 8: The identity of the consumer can be detected
and cannot protect personal privacy of the consumer by
anonymity.
Analysis 8: In proposed protocol, the consumer does not need
to produce relation to the identity of itself. The e-cash of the
items addressed by the consumer is an untraceable payment
tool. No one knows the identity of the consumer even if the

consumer engage in exchange repeatedly.
Attack 9: The merchant M wants to collude with his/her
conspirator C. After M receives the pseudo e-coins from the
buyer U, M brings the pseudo e-coins to TTP but claims that
the trade is between C and M. Then the TTP will convert the
e-coins to equivalent true ones for M and send the soft goods
to C, but U will gain nothing [2].
Analysis
9:
In
our
Payment
protocol,
when
the
merchant
M
obtains
the
valid
e-coins
>,
<
Ai , Di , (zi , e1i , e2i , ri , aci , bci ), (di , k1i , k2i , tci )
the buyer U obtained the (Sδ , ED). Though M may collude
with a conspirator, the buyer U can use our Dispute protocol
to get K and then obtains his/her goods. In addition, Sδ
is a signature signed by M. Once the dispute occurs, TTP
can know which merchant is a attacker. Hence, the Bao’s
colluding attack cannot work successfully in this proposed
protocol. In addition, we analyze the buyer-side colluding
attack. That is, a dishonest buyer may collude with a
counterfeit merchant. I think this attack cannot be successful,
since the merchant’s identity M has been put into goods.
IV. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
In this section, the computational complexity of our scheme
is analyzed. To analyze the computational complexity of our
scheme, we first define the following notations.
Texp : the time for computing a modular exponentiation operation;
TP KC : the time for computing the public key cryptosystem;
TSKC : the time for computing the symmetric key cryptosystem;
Tmul : the time for computing the multiplication of two numbers;
Tinv : the time for computing a modular inversion operation;
Th : the time for computing one-way hash function.
We show the computational complexities of our scheme in
Table I. In the Setup Phase, B compute the public keys by
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TABLE I
T HE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITIES OF OUR SCHEME

Setup Phase
Account Opening Phase
Registration Phase
Withdrawn Phase
Payment Phase
Dispute Phase

Computational Complexity
3 × Texp
2 × Texp + 1 × Tmul
4 × TP KC + 1 × TSKC + 1 × Th
16 × Texp + 11 × Tmul + 1 × Th + 1 × Tinv
3 × TP KC + 7 × TSKC + 9 × Texp + 8 × Tmul + 6 × Th
5 × TP KC + 1 × TSKC + 4 × Texp + 2 × Tmul

requiring 3 × Texp . In the Account Opening Phase, U compute
I and z by requiring 2 × Texp + 1 × Tmul .
In the Registration Phase, M
computes the
P E yT (Goods, K) by requiring 1 × TP KC . Then, T T P
decrypts the Goods and K by requiring 1 × TP KC .
Finally, compute ED, RK, hd, and CertG by requiring
2 × TP KC + 1 × TSKC + 1 × Th .
In the Withdrawn Phase, B computes e1 , e2 , and r by
requiring 2 × Texp + 2 × Tmul . U computes A, D, z  , e1 ,
e2 , ac , bc , c , and c by requiring 10 × Texp + 5 × Tmul + 1 ×
Th + 1 × Tinv . Finally, verify r and compute r by requiring
4 × Texp + 4 × Tmul .
In the Payment Phase, U computes H(sn) and encrypts
it and pseudo e-coins requires 1 × TP KC + 1 × Th in
Step 1. In Step 2 of the Payment Phase, M decrypts the
received encryption item, verifies the pseudo e-coins, generates
a signature, and encrypts a signature and ED by requiring
2 × TP KC + 1 × TSKC + 4 × Texp + 2 × Tmul + 2 × Th . In Step
3, U decrypts the received message and verifies it by requiring
1×TSKC +1×Th . Then, compute the confirmation parameters
and encrypt them by requiring 1 × TSKC + 4 × Tmul + 1 × Th .
In Step 4, M decrypted the received item, verifies them, and
encrypts K by requiring 2 × TSKC + 5 × Texp + 2 × Tmul .
Finally, U decrypted the received item, verifies K and derives
the Goods by requiring 2 × TSKC + 1 × Th .
In the Dispute Phase, U encrypts a signature and some other
information by requiring 1 × TP KC in Step 1. In Step 2, TTP
decrypts the received message, and verifies the signature and
e-coins by requiring 2 × TP KC + 4 × Texp + 2 × Tmul . Then,
decrypt K and encrypt it requires 1 × TP KC + 1 × TSKC . In
Step 3, TTP encrypts some messages and sends it to M by
requiring 1 × TP KC .
V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a fair non-transfer network payment
protocol with off-line TTP based on the Wang’s protocol. In
the proposed protocol, we have presented a general model
in which two parties can fairly exchange the e-cash and soft
goods. Our new protocol is also the first one that can provide
the non-transfer property on fair payments.
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